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Abst rac t - -For  a class of nonlinear homogeneous difference quations with periodic coefficients, it
is shown that every nonoscillatory entire solution has exponential bounds and that the oscillation is 
equivalent tononexistence of a part of positive characteristic roots. Sufficient conditions for oscillation 
in terms of coefficients are also obtained. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the nonl inear homogeneous difference quation 
f i  ,T 
3CPn(Xn+l -- anXn) q + bj(n)Xn_v:il -.= O, 
j=0 
n C Z, (1.1) 
where q and r are quotients of positive odd integers, p > 0, r = p + q, l > 0 is an integer, as 
and bj(n), j = 0, 1 , . . .  ,m,  are periodic sequences with a common period l, an > 0, bj(n) > 0, 
j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,m-  1, b,~(n) > 0, vj, j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,m,  are integers uch that  0 = vo < vl < -. .  < vm. 
We set A = maxl<k<l ak, bj = minl<k<t bj(k), j = 0, 1 , . . .  ,m. By an interval [M,N] we mean 
all integers in this interval, and hence, by ( -oc ,  +ec) we mean the collection Z of all integers. 
Let L = vml. Then (1.1) is a difference quation of the order L + 1. Given L + 1 real numbers 
. 0 {7 ,,} . . . .  L and an integer T, the initial value problem of (1.1) is to find a sequence of real numbers 
• N x = {X~}n=M, --eC <_ M < T -L ,  T <_ N << +00, such that x,  = m-T ,  T -L  < n <_ T, and (1.1) 
is satisfied for M + L < n < N-  1. 
Since bin(n) > O, the solution x of every initial value problem of (1.1) can uniquely be continued 
to the left to -ec ,  i.e., M = -oo.  Similarly, if p = 0, then every solution x exists uniquely 
on ( -oe ,  +~) .  
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I fp > 0, however, (1.1) is singular wherever xn vanishes. Suppose that x is a solution and xs = 0 
for some s e Z. Two possible cases might occur when the solution is continued to the right. 
First, if ~jm__ 0 bj(s)xrs_vjl ?d 0, then the maximal interval of existence of x is ( -co ,  s]. Second, 
m if ~-~j=0 bj(s)x~-v~t = 0, then x can be extended to the right to N _> s + 1. But the extension is 
not unique since xs+l admits any real values. 
A solution x of (1.1) is called a proper solution, if it exists on ( -co ,  +co). A proper solution x is 
called right (left) nonoseillatory, if there exists N _> 0 such that XnXn+l > 0 for n >_ N(n <_ -N) ,  
and x is called right (left) oscillatory otherwise. A proper solution is called oscillatory if it is 
right and left oscillatory. 
We will call the following equation: 
At= H ak-- bj(k)A -vjlr , (1.2) 
k=l  j=0  
the characteristic equation of (1.1). This terminology comes from the autonomous linear case 
where p = 0, q = r = 1, and l = 1. 
Recently, Chen and Liu [1] studied asymptotic properties of solutions of the autonomous case 
of (1.!) on ( -co ,  +co), and obtained many results such as every nonoscillatory solution of it has 
exponential bounds as In] ~ co, oscillation of all proper solutions is equivalent to the nonexistence 
of positive characteristic roots, and right oscillation and left oscillation of all proper solutions are 
equivalent. Kordonis and Philos [2] investigated neutral inear difference quations with periodic 
coefficients and obtained that oscillation of all solutions is equivalent to nonexistence of positive 
characteristic roots. In this paper, we study the nonlinear homogeneous difference quations 
with periodic coefficients (1.1) and we will show that all the results in [1] can be extended to 
(1.1). The techniques applied to proving the main theorems are originated in those used in [1,3]. 
For asymptotic properties of solutions to linear difference quations with periodic coefficients, we 
refer to [4]. 
2. EXPONENTIAL  GROWTH AND DECAY 
+~ Let x = {xn}n=-~ be a sequence of real numbers. In order to describe the rate of growth or 
decay of xn as n --* +co or n --* -co,  we define the types of x at +co and at - co  as follows 
(see [1]): 
1 
type+x = limsup - log ]xnl, (2.1) 
n--* +oo n 
type+x = liminf -1 log [x,[, (2.2) 
n--*+oo 
1 
type-x  = limsup._._c¢ ~ log [x.], (2.3) 
1 
type_x = liminf ~-~ log Ix.[. (2.4) 
Here we have taken for granted that log0 = -co ,  and hence, type 0 = -co .  
THEOREM 2.1. The right types of every nonoseillatory proper solution of (1.1) and the left types 
of every nonoscillatory solution of (1.1) are finite. 
PROOF. First, let x be a right nonoscillatory solution of (1.1). Assume that x,xn+l > 0 for 
all n > N for some N >_ 0. For n > N + vml, dividing both sides of (1.1) by x r yields 
(Xn+l an _~_ bj(n) ( xn-vjl ~ : O. (2.5)  
\ Xn j=0  \ Xn ] 
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Then we have 
and hence, 
x'~+----2-1 < an < A, 
Xn 
Ix~] < Alxn_l l  , for all n > N + vml, 
type+x _< log A. 
In view of (2.5) and (2.6), for n >_ N + 2vml, we have 
( Xn-----+l~q = ~ bj(n)( Zn-vjl)r > brn(?~,) n-pv''l (Xn___~v,,,l~q 
a~ x~ / j=0 \ xn / - \ Xn / 
It follows from A > ar~ >_ a,~ - x,~+l/x,, that 
Aq>-bmA-pV'" l (  x~-v''l']q'x~ ./ 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Then 
Ix l >_ 
where cm = blrn/qA -pv''l/q-1. 
If we write n = (N + v,~l) 4- kv,~l + s, 0 < s < v,~l - 1, then we have 
k IZN+v,,,l+sl cn/(v,,,l)Cm(N+vml+s)/(v,,,l) IXN+vmlq_s I 
where P = min{cm (N+~'"t+s)/(~'~O IXN+v,.l+s[, 0 < S < V,~l -- 1}. Consequently, 
type+x _> log c~ (~'''0 > -ec .  
(2.s) 
(2.9) 
It follows fl'om (2.7) and (2.9) that  the types of x at +oc are finite. 
Next, suppose that  x is a left nonoscil latory solution of (1.1) satisfying x,~Xn+l 
-N  - 1. So for n _< -N  - 1, (2.5) and (2.6) are also valid. Then we have 
> Ix +ll > X -N  = X-N,  
hence, 
>0forn< 
or equivMently, if 
COROLLARY 2.2. K 
bj(k)A - 'A t  
j=0 
max > 1, (2.12) 
l<k</ a q - k 
T := min ak - bj(k)A -~'J" < O, (2.13) 
l<k<l 
j=0 
then every proper  solution of (1.1) is right oscillatory and every solution of (1.1) is left oscillatory. 
type_x  > - logA. (2.10) 
Meanwhile, (2.8) is valid for all n <_ -N  - 1. A similar argument gives 
type-x  < - log c~{ (' ' ' J). (2.11) 
Now (2.10) and (2.11) imply that  the types of x at -ec  are finite and the proof is complete. |
From the proof of Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following oscillation criterion. 
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PROOF. If x is a right or left nonoscillatory solution of (1.1), then, as In I is sufficiently large, 
(2.5) and (2.6) are valid. Now we have 
m ( ~T m 
,~ > ~ bj(n) ~n-v~-----2' > ~ bj(n).a-'~J '', 
j=0 \ xn / j=0 
and hence, 
~-~d~=o bj ( k )A -vflr 
<1,  a~ 
which contradicts (2.12) and completes the proof. 
for k = 1 ,2 , . . . , l ,  
3. OSCILLATION 
In this section, we study oscillation of solutions of (1.1). First, we prepare a lemma. 
LEMMA 3 .1 .  The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) The difference equation (1.1) has a right nonoscillatory solution x such that xn+l/xn 
equals a positive constant for n > no for some integer no. 
(ii) The equation 
u~+l  = a,~ - b j (n )  (u~-v j t+ lu~-~j l+2. . .u~ -~ , n ~ Z ,  (3.1) 
j=O 
has a positive 1-periodic solution. 
(iii) The characteristic equation (1.2) has a positive root A such that (()Jq) 
,<%5, ak - ~ b~(k).~ -v~" > o. (3.2) 
j=O 
PROOF. We will prove (i) ¢* (ii), and (i) ¢* (iii). 
(i) => (ii). Since x is a right nonoscillatory solution of (1.1), XnX,~+l > 0, n > no. Let un+l = 
Xn+l/X,~, n >_ no. Then Un+l > O, n >_ no and u satisfies (3.1). In fact, from (2.5), 
we have ( / X r xo+,  o_  
xn ~--~-~ j / ' j=0  
which means Un+l satisfies (3.1) for n >_ no + vml. 
Moreover, because x satisfies xn+l/Xn = M, n > no, where M is a positive constant, 
we have 
Xn+l+l MXn+l 
Un+l+/  - -  Xn+l : Mxn = Un+l"  
Hence, u,~+l is a positive/-periodic solution of (3.1). 
(ii) => (i). Suppose un, n >_ no, is a positive /-periodic solution of (3.1). Clearly, M -- un+l 
un+l-1 ' "un+l  is a positive constant. Put x n = UnUn--l'''Uno , n > no. Then 
xn+l/xn = un+tun+l-l ""un+l  = M. From (3.1), we have 
m m 
- b r = r _ xP(xn+l anxn)q + Z J(n)Xn-vfl x~(u~+l an)q + Z bj(n)M-VJrXrn 
j =0 j =0 
O, 
and xnxn+l > O, n >_ no, and so, (i) holds. 
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(i) ~ (iii). Suppose that x is a right nonoscillatory solution of (1.1) such that x~xn+l  > 0 and 
x~+t/xn = M > 0 for n _> no. Let A = MUl. Since Xn-l  = A-Zx~,n >_ no+l ,  
from (1.1), it is easy to know that 
X~+l = x~ a~ - bj(n)A - ' f l~ , n >_ no + vml, (3.3) 
j=0 
and hence, 
Xn+l z Zn 
(( )lJq) l( 
n~_i1 ak - -  ~_~ b j (k )~_v j l  r =Xn 1--[ ak -- ~-'~ bJ(k)~-vflr " 
k=n j=O k=l j=O 
Since Xn+t = AlXn, we see that A is a positive root of (1.2). From (3.3) and x,~x,+l > 
0, n > no + vml, we get that A satisfies (3.2), i.e., (iii) is proved. 
(iii) ~ (i). If (1.2) has a positive root A satisfying (3.2), then the sequence 
X 1 ~- 1, 
n-1 ( 
Xn = H ak 
k=l 
/ 
x~ =-  I x~+~"'l 
,n>_2 ,  
wt-- I \ 
(Xn+v,,,lq-1 -- anXn+v,,t) q - E bj(n)X~n+~,,t-,fl ) j=0 bm(n) , n<_O,  
is a right nonoscillatory solution of (1.1), and for n > 1, Xnq-l/X n : )~l, a positive 
constant. The proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete. | 
THEOREM 3.2. Every proper solution of (1.1) is right oscillatory if and only if  the characteristic 
equation (1.2) has no positive root A satisfying (3.2). 
PROOF. Tile necessity of the theorem is obvious, for if (1.2) has a positive root A satisfying (3.2), 
then by Lemrna 3.1, (1.1) has a right nonoscillatory solution x. 
To prove the sufficiency, we suppose to the contrary that (1.1) has a right nonoscillatory 
solution x satisfying xnxn+l > 0 for all n >_ N for some N k 0. We are to prove that the 
equation (3.1) has a positive/-periodic solution z. 
Set un+l = xn+l /xn ,  n > N.  Then U,+l > 0, n > N and, by the proof of Lemma 3.1, 
u satisfies (3.1). So, 
= an  - b j (n )  " "  , n > N + 
j=O 
Then we have 0 < Unq-1 < an, n >_ N + vml, and hence, 
0 < Un+ 1 < A, n > N + vml. (3.4) 
Set 
zo(n + 1) = an - b j (n)A -vflr , 
j=O 
n > N + 2vml, 
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and for k = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  set 
z]~~-l(nJi-1)~an--I~bj(n)(zk(n--vjl J l-X)Zk(n--vjl3[-2)j~o .... zk(n))--T" I 
n > N + (k + 3)vml. 
1/q 
(3.5) 
It is obvious that  zo(n + 1) is well defined for n >_ N + 2vml. In view of (3.1) and (3.4), it follows 
by induction that  
zk(n + 1) > un+l > O, 
Zk+l(n + 1) is well defined, 
n > N + (k + 2)v./l, 
n >_N +(k  + 3)vml, k >_O. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
For i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,m,  set A~ i) = A -v~l~, and set 
"'k+l~(i) ---- 1- I  a n -- bj(Tt))~ (j) , k ~" O. (3.8) 
n=l  j=o 
From (3.5), (3.6), and (3.8), it then follows by induction that 
an - bj(n))x (j) > O, 
j=O 
x(~) 
x(~) is well defined, -'k+l > O, " 'k+l  
1/q 
, n >_ N + (k + 2)vml, (3.9) 
n = 1 , . . . , I ,  (3.10) 
i = O, 1 , . . . ,m,  k>O.  (3.11) 
Inductively, we can also obtain from (3.8) that 
•(• )  )~(~). k+l > (3.12) 
We claim that )~(i), i = 0, 1 , . . .  ,m, are bounded above as k --* oc. From (3.10), we have 
rn Aq > ~-~j=o bj(n)A(k j), n = 1, . . .  ,l, and 
A q 
/~(J) < j=0,1 , . . . ,m,  k_>0. (3.13) 
mini<n</ bj(n) '  
Then (3.12) and (3.13) allow us to assure that A(i) tends to a finite limit c~i as k --~ c~ for 
each i = 0, 1 ,2 , . . .  ,m. Noting that/k  (i) > 0, then c~i > 0, i = 0, 1 , . . .  ,m. From (3.8), we get 
_ 
" 'k+l 1-I an 
n=l  j=O 
=1,  i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,m.  (3.14) 
Letting k --* c~ in (3.14) produces 
o~i Y I  an -  b j (n la j  
n=l j=0 
= 1, i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,m.  (3.15) 
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From (3.15), (3.10), and ai > 0, we obtain that 
an - b 5 (n)(~ 5 > 0, 
j=o 
n=l j=O 
n = 1,. . . ,1,  (3.16) 
, i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,m.  (3 .17)  
Set 
z(n + 1) = a,~ - bs(n)a 5 , n > 1. (3.18) 
j=0 
It is obvious that z is/-periodic, and from (3.16) and (3.17), we obtain that z is a positive solution 
of equation (3.1). By Lemma 3.1, it implies that (1.2) has a positive root satisfying (3.2). The 
contradiction completes the proof. | 
We now deal with the case as n --* -o0. To simplify the question, we make some transforma- 
tions. First, change the independent variable n into -n  in (1.1) and get 
m 
x~_~(x_~+l - a_~x_~)q + ~ bs(-n)x~ ~_.~, = 0. 
j=O 
Next, let Yk = x-k.  We then arrive at 
y.'(y~-i - a_~y~)q + ~ b(-n)y~.+vj! = 0, 
5=0 
n • Z. (3.19) 
Now we need only to study the asymptotic behavior of y,~ as n --* +cx~. Note that every solution 
of (3.19) can be extended to the right to +c~. Since bs(n + l) = bs(n), n e Z, j = 0, 1, . . .  ,m, it 
is easy to see that a positive number A satisfies (1.2) and (3.2) if and only if A satisfies 
l 
)~l -_ H 
k=l 
and 
l<m~ a-k - ~ bs(-k)~ -vj~r > 0, 
j=0 
respectively. Therefore, (1.2) may be viewed as the characteristic equation of (3.19). 
THEOREM 3.3. Every solution of (3.19) is right oscillatory if and only ff (1.2) has no positive 
root A satisfying (3.2). 
We omit the proof of Theorem 3.3 for it is similar to that of Theorem 3.2. The following result 
is a combination of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Every solution of (1.1) is left oscillatory and every proper solution of (1.1) is 
oscillatory if and only if the characteristic equation (1.2) has no positive root A satisfying (3.2). 
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Finally, we give an explicit criterion for oscillation in terms of coefficients of (1.1). Recall 
that T is defined by (2.13). Set 
X= max ( (bj(k)'~ '/(v~r)) 
l<k<l,O<_j<_m \k  Aq ) 
j=O 
Now we can use Corollary 3.4 to improve the result in Corollary 2.2 which says that (1.1) has no 
nonoscillatory solution provided T < 0. 
THEOREM 3.5. If T <_ 0 or T > 0 and Y ~_ X, then every proper solution of (1.1) is right 
oscillatory and every solution is left oscillatory. 
PROOF. By Corollary 2.2, we only consider the case T > 0 and Y _< X. If the conclusion is 
false, then from Corollary 3.5, there is a real number A > 0 being a root of equation (1.2) and 
satisfying (3.2). Set # = A t. From (1.2) and (3.2), we have 0 < # < A t. On one hand, from (3.2), 
we have a~ > bj(k)# -vjr for j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,m and k = 1, . . . I ,  and then 
whieh implies # > X. 
On the other hand, we have 
pt :> max ~ bj(k) ~ l/(vjr) 
l<k<l,O<_j<m ~--~k ] 
(()ijq) 
j=0 
<fI(a 
k=l 
which gives # < Y. But this is impossible since Y < X and X < #. The proof is complete. | 
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